We consider a system consisting of two modules, one of which cannot be easily inspected, whde the other is monitored continuously. A fault developing in the first modcl is called "unrevealed" (U) while the one in the second module (which is assumed to be detected immediate ly) is called "re-
Introduction
Phillips [1, 2] has considered a system consisting of two modules, one of which cannot be easi Iy inspected, whi Ie the other is monitored continuous Iy. A fault developing in the first module is called "unreveal ved (U) -that is, unti 1 a special inspection is carried out -while a fault in the second module, which it is assumed will be detected immediately, is called "revealed" (R). It is supposed that repairs are initiated as soon as an R is observed but not otherwise. As in [2] we will further assume that repairs are effected instantaneously and, if carried out, result in the repaired module being "as good as new".
We will be especially concerned with the distribution of the time at which a second (or later) repair is needed, on similar assumptions to those of Phillips, except that we will allow for the possibility that repairs are made only to modules l"ith faults. This would mean that if an R occurs, the first module is specially inspected, and replaced only if it has a U fault.
Phillips' model is based on three random variables: X: time from repair of R to next occurrence of R, assuming no U present. Y: time from repair of U to next occurrence of U, assuming no R present. z: time from a U fault to an R fault. X and Yare assumed independent. Z is independent of X in both [1] and [2J, but may depend on Y in [1] , though not in [2] . We will retain this possib Ie dependence.
Using the notation fW(w) to denote the density ftffiction of a random variable W, and 00 to denote its survival function, the density function of the first replacemcnt timc, T I' IS tllJ, cq lint ion ( i)) page 2 (We use subscripts to denote the order of the replacement period.) (1) and If "repair" consists of complete replacement, as in [1] and [2] , then the time T 2 from first to second replacement has the same distribution as T l , and T I and 1 2 are mutually independent. Hence the time of second replacemcnt ('1'1+1'2) is distributed simply as the convolution of two Tl' s. Extension to later replacement times is straightforward.
The situation is different, however, if the first module is replaced only if a U fault is found to be present on inspection after an R fault occurs. When such a fault is not present we start the second replacement period with a first module already aged T l , rather than a new one. We note in passing that the same situation arises when replacement of both modules is automatic, when an R fault occurs, if the first module is replaced from aging stock, with aging occurring at the same rate in storage as in service.
I{clt'V;ltion thcory, \vhidl \VC h:1VC discussed in 
Also we have The~onditional density function of T 2 , given Tl=t l , is therefore
e
The joint densi ty fun~tion of T1 and T2 is
where
The overall density of T 2 is .e .e page 4 00. 00 t 2 f y (t l +t 2 -z)
We note that f o fa Sx(tl-z)fY,z(tl-z,z)dzdt l is simply the overall probability that a U fault is present at the first replacement time, that is,
Some special cases
Before proceeding to study cases ill which the joint distribution of x, Y and Z is completely specified, we first take note of a few results of broader character which can be derived by general reasoning, without recourse to analysis.
Intuitively one might feel that I -PU(t l ) = Sy(t l ), since the proba- If replacements of first modules are from aging stocks, with aging being the same whether in storage or in service, ("relevated" using the terminology of [37]), then it makes no difference (so far as distributions of T.'s are J concerned) whether or not a first module is replaced when there is no U fault. This is because after the repair we have, in either case, a first module of age t l ; and this result is valid whether replacement of second modules is from aging stocks or not.
If the lifetime distribution of the first module (that is, of Y)
is exponential, then (XI,YI,Zl) and (X 2 ,Y 2 ,Z2) and so T l and T 2 will be mutually independent, whether replacement of the first module is from aging stocks or not (or is, indeed, performed or not when no U is present). This follows from the lack of memory (or old-as-good-as-new) property (see e.g. [4] ) of the exponential distribution. If replacement of the second module is from aging stock, this may no longer be the case, though it is so if the distributions of X and Yare both exponential, whatever the distribution of Z, provided this depends only on time (Y) since replacement, and not on actual age.
If the joint distribution of Y and Z is of the Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern form, with (see, e.g., [5] ), then in (Sa)
• When we come to consider explicit forms for the distribution functions, numerical evaluation of the distributions of T I and T 2 is straightforward, but for elegant analytical results there are technical difficulties, centering mainly on the form of Sy(y) and in particular of the ratio fy(tl+t2-z)/fy(t2-z), and also on the form of SZ(z). Assuming exponential forms docs, as we have seen, give simple results, but these are perhaps too simple to make good examples. We will take, as an illustrative special case, X, Y and Z to have density functions Similar analyses can be performed for other choices of distribution for X, Y and Z (e.g. Weibu1l) but they lead to even more complicated express ions than (11). We hope to provide some detailed analyses of such cases, in later work, and also to introduce cost functions, on the basis of which replacement strategies can be compared. 
